The purpose of this study was to analyze retail marketing strategies on organizational competitiveness. The study attempted to examine the strategies that have been applied and adopted by the retail companies elsewhere in attempt to understand how retailing functions. A descriptive research design was employed in this study. The population was marketing executives in the selected bottling companies in Kenya. Primary data was collected using closed questionnaire. The data collected was organized and presented using descriptive statistics. Correlation analysis was also utilized for data analysis. Findings indicate that the most pursued retail marketing strategies were; marketing segmentation, product strategies, distribution, pricing, marketing relationship and promotions. The findings also suggest that bottling companies rely on combination of strategies as different market segments respond differently hence need for product-specific marketing strategy.
INTRODUCTION
The market place is not what it used to be, it is radically changing as a result of major societal forces such as technological advances, globalization, and deregulation. These major forces have created new behaviors and challenges. Kotler (2003) argues that customers increasingly expect higher quality and service and some customization. Extensive product information cab be obtained from the internet and other sources, permitting them to shop more intelligently. They are showing greater price sensitivity in their search for value. Brand manufacturers are facing intense competition from the domestic and foreign brands, which is resulting in rising promotion costs and shrinking profit margins. Store based retailers are suffering from an over saturation of retailing. Store based retailers are facing competition from catalog houses, direct -mail firms, newspaper, magazine, and TV direct -to-consumer ads, home shopping TV, and the Internet. As a result they are experiencing shrinking margins. It is important therefore to note that the retail sector is constantly changing that those who do not innovate with time will ultimately lose substantially. It is an evolving industry which must cope with the various changes taking place. Jaworski & Kohli (1993) conclude that the ability of a firm to respond to identified changes in the market or customer behaviour is an important feature exhibited by successful firms. Kotler (2003) notes that today's consumers are able to access objective information on competing brands, including costs, prices, features, and quality, without relying on individual manufacturers or retailers. In many cases they will be able to specify the customized services they want. They will be able to specify the prices they are willing to pay, and wait for the most eager sellers to respond. The result is the dramatic shift of economic power from retailers to consumers. Sternquist & Jin (1998) asserts that retailers have been forced to engage in international expansion for a variety of reasons. Key among them are; the desire to reach beyond a mature home market with low growth potential, a need to diversify the investment, intense competition locally and the economic down turn. As a result, companies are changing in a number of ways including; reengineering, outsourcingcommerce, benchmarking, alliances, partner suppliers, and market centered, from being local to both local and global and decentralized. Marketers are therefore changing their philosophies, concepts and tools in order to survive during this competitive era. Continuous analysis of what is happening in the stores helps a smart retailer to quickly and profitability adapt to the changing customer behavior, buying pattern and monitor various dynamic parameters that determines the success or failure of any retail enterprise (Kotler, 2000) . Bottling companies are faced with numerous challenges including intense competition, satisfying the needs of customers, and development of new products and services among other challenges. In the desire to gain competitive advantages necessitated by macro and micro level changes in the operative business, bottling companies are adopting retail marketing strategies to assist them remain relevant in the business world. Since these firms perform an important role in the economy of the country, it is necessary that they adopt distribution strategies to sustain or increase their market share, expand to new territories or markets, acquire new technologies, develop brand or line extensions, reduce costs and risks (Oliver, 1993) . Consumers expect that retailers will offer the right match in terms of right product offering, quantities, place, time, and price by the right appeal. Retailing in Kenya has gone through a significant change in the last couple of years with a complete shift in shopper's expectations and experiences. While the shoppers have remained the same everything has changed and gone mega, ranging from the size of the outlets to the layout, the ambience, the experience, the service, the loyalty and incentives to the way promotions are done. Bottling 
LITERATURE REVIEW
Davidson et al (2000) clarify retailing as the final part of the marketing process in which the various functions of the seller, usually a store or service establishment, and the buyer, an individual consumer are primarily oriented to accomplishing the exchange of economic goods and services, for purposes of personal, family or household use. Although retailing deals predominantly with the ultimate consumer, it must be recognized that the retail store is only one of several alternative means by which consumers can obtain the products and services they desire. Increasingly, consumer expenditures that might have traditionally gone through the retailing structure are being diverted to other types of consumption markets which are being aggressively served by a variety of both private and public enterprises. Berkowitz et al. (2000) describe retail marketing as all activities involved in selling, renting, and providing services to ultimate customers for personal, non-business use. In the channel of distribution, retailing is where the customer meets the product. It is through retailing that exchange occurs. In terms of method of operation, retailing includes store and direct marketing operations. Outlets also vary in terms of the breadth and depth of their merchandise lines. Breadth here refers to the number of different items carried, and depth refers to the assortment of each item offered. In assessing their competitive position, retail outlets should consider their position in terms of breadth of merchandise line and the amount of value added, which is the service level and method of operation (Berkowitz et al., 2000) . Major retailing trends include the shifts in which stores are most popular with consumers. Also, technology has brought retailers new opportunities and challenges. In many cases, adapting to these trends has meant offering better prices. As a result more and more organizational buyers are making purchases from retailers rather than through more traditional channels of distribution (Churchill et al., 2000) . The changes taking place are changing retail formats, globalization, new retail formats, retail data base marketing, powerful or vendor relationships, value pricing and low cost structures, efficient organizational structures, customer focused technologies and cyber space retailing. The value of this consciousness will continue and will keep weeding out all but the retailers that best meet consumer's desire for value. In the meantime, big suppliers are helping such mid-price as supermarkets look for ways to keep their costs down so they can offer lower prices. Today, more than ever, technology offers retailing opportunities to expand the way they communicate with and sell to customers. Strategic management entails deciding what things are right for company under some given set of consumer expectations and competitive circumstances. Davidson et al (2000) specify strategic management as the process of deciding on the mission of the enterprise, the basic goals and objectives that it seeks to achieve, and the major strategies that will govern the use of firm's resources to achieve its objectives.
A fully developed retail market strategy identifies: the specific markets and market segments that the firm intends to pursue, the consumer and competitive performance that the firm desires in its selected markets, the specific means by which the firm intends to appeal to its target customers and establish its competitive position. The growing complexity of large, diversified retail enterprises, the rapid change in consumer markets, and the intensifying competitive environment make it imperative that the retail firms have a thoroughly well thought out strategic plan detailing how it intends to capture the target market.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The proposed study employed a descriptive design. The study intended to determine what retail marketing strategies, where and how the bottling companies in Kenya have adopted and whether they have led to a sustainable competitive advantage. Many studies have utilized descriptive design in the related studies (Mazrui, 2003) . The populations of interest were the marketing executives in ten (10) selected bottling companies in Nairobi Kenya. Data, 2012 ) Both primary and secondary data was collected for the study. Primary data was collected by use of a structured Likert scale questionnaire while secondary data was collected from the books of accounts, sales reports, market segments and other periodical reports that indicate the performance of companies. Majority of the respondents felt that marketing strategies fit to the organizations marketing plan by positioning their sales force and they can easily differentiate it from their competitors with a mean of 3.80. This was followed by market share having declined steadily and they were unsure of turning things round. The economy was identified as responsible for the current situation with a mean of 3.35 while those who felt that they have clearly defined strategy and that their products are well positioned and different had a mean of 3.22. This suggest to a strong consensus on the organizations fit of marketing strategies vis-a-vis the marketing plan at the bottling companies. Majority of the respondents felt merchandising data fits well into marketing strategy with a mean of 3.00. Those that felt product data is important in marketing strategies followed with a mean of 2.78. Respondents that believed sales data was important were next. Other portions of response came from those who felt that sales promotion data, market data, pricing data, distribution data, research and development data, management accounting data, advertising data, and financial data were important in retail marketing strategies in the organization with a mean of 2.53, 2.35, 2.30, 2.28, and 2.08 respectively.
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

CONCLUSION
From the data analysis, it was established that most of the marketing executives were comfortable with their marketing plans, with 52.5% stating that they somewhat agree that they had clearly defined strategies and their products well defined. 55% of the marketing executives estimate that the economy contributed to their current situation in as far as marketing was concerned. Competition and the firm's response to it were highly rated as factors impacting on the firms marketing plan. Majority of the marketing executives have clear ideas of leads and sales pipelines. They stated that they can always tell what's coming in and what deals their representatives were working on. Most stated that their sales process is well documented and consistent between everyone and felt it was easy for new employees to integrate into the organization.
The respondents gave candid views on effectiveness of retail marketing efforts. This ranged from telemarketing, cold calling, electronic media adverting, web presence, creation of market networks, brand and product promotion. All of the marketing executives stated that they often apply the aforementioned retail marketing activities. Many of respondents accepted that the marketing plan should be implemented only after a marketing strategy has been devised. A majority of the marketing executives accept that televisions, radio, newspaper, magazine, internet and mobiles were all very suitable for implementing retail marketing strategies for gaining organizational competitiveness in the bottling sector. Data collection, analysis and interpretation are an important aspect in retail marketing activities. Retail marketing strategies need a well thought out and calculated implementation plan.
